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Tibetan high-altitude adaptation (HAA) has been studied extensively, and many candidate genes have been reported. Subsequent ef-
forts targeting HAA functional variants, however, have not been that successful (e.g., no functional variant has been suggested for the
top candidate HAA gene, EPAS1). With WinXPCNVer, a method developed in this study, we detected in microarray data a Tibetan-
enriched deletion (TED) carried by 90% of Tibetans; 50% were homozygous for the deletion, whereas only 3% carried the TED and
0% carried the homozygous deletion in 2,792 worldwide samples (p < 1015). We employed long PCR and Sanger sequencing tech-
nologies to determine the exact copy number and breakpoints of the TED in 70 additional Tibetan and 182 diverse samples. The TED
had identical boundaries (chr2: 46,694,276–46,697,683; hg19) and was 80 kb downstream of EPAS1. Notably, the TED was in strong
linkage disequilibrium (LD; r2 ¼ 0.8) with EPAS1 variants associated with reduced blood concentrations of hemoglobin. It was also in
complete LD with the 5-SNP motif, which was suspected to be introgressed from Denisovans, but the deletion itself was absent from
the Denisovan sequence. Correspondingly, we detected that footprints of positive selection for the TED occurred 12,803 (95% con-
fidence interval ¼ 12,075–14,725) years ago. We further whole-genome deep sequenced (>603) seven Tibetans and verified the TED
but failed to identify any other copy-number variations with comparable patterns, giving this TED top priority for further study. We
speculate that the specific patterns of the TED resulted from its own functionality in HAA of Tibetans or LD with a functional variant
of EPAS1.Introduction
Tibetan highlanders have settled for more than 10,000
years in the world’s highest plateau, which has an average
elevation of over 4,500 m, where the oxygen pressure is
much lower (~60%) than at sea level.1 The genetic adapta-
tion to hypoxic environments contributes to their long-
term inhabitation on the plateau. Facilitated by recent
advances in genomic technologies and based on genome-
wide SNP data, many studies have been conducted to
search for candidate loci associated with high-altitude
adaptation (HAA) in Tibetans.2–7 Among many reported
HAA candidates, two hypoxia pathway genes (EPAS1
[MIM: 603349] and EGLN1 [MIM: 606425]) are the top
two genes identified by most of the previous studies as
having the most extreme signature of positive selection
in Tibetans.
A major undertaking of the subsequent studies was to
determine the functional genetic variants of the HAA
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missense mutation that was identified by recent studies to
contribute functionally to the Tibetanhigh-altitude pheno-
type.8,9 However, most efforts to study other genes with a
similar purpose have not been successful, although several
sequencing studies have been attempted. For instance, a
previous sequencing study failed to identify any sequence
variants in the exons, exon-intron boundaries, or promoter
region of PPARA (MIM: 170998).10 The sequencing efforts
on EPAS1 failed to identify any promising variants that
might explain altered activity responsible for HAA in
Tibetans.9,11
The patterns observed in many HAA genes, especially
the signatures revealed by most studies on EPAS1, could
not be explained by a random process. On the other
hand, according to previous sequencing studies, func-
tional variants in coding region do not exist. We thus
suspect that other types of genetic variation, such as
copy-number variation (CNV), probably play important
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Table 1. A Summary of the Tibetan Samples and Dataset
Dataset Sourcea (Location) Sample Size QCþ Samplesb Methodc Reference
TIB1 Qinghai 31 27 microarray Simonson et al.4
TIB2 Tibet, Qinghai, and Yunnan 50 44 microarray Peng et al.6
TIB3 Tibet 51 46 microarray Xu et al.7
TIB4 Tibet 70 70 LP and SS this study
TIB-seq Tibet 7 7 NGS this study
Abbreviations are as follows: LP, long PCR; NGS, next-generation sequencing; SS, Sanger sequencing.
aSample location: TIB1, Madou County; TIB2, randomly selected from Tibet, Qinghai, and Yunnan; TIB3 and TIB4, Lhasa, Nyingchi, Qamdo, Shannan, and Shi-
gatse; TIB-seq, a subset from TIB4.
bThose samples that passed quality control in this study.
cExperimental methods for detecting or validating the CNV.gene expression.12,13 Taking advantage of the available
genome-wide data of more than 120 Tibetan samples
and a method developed in this study, we re-analyzed
microarray image data with fluorescence-intensity infor-
mation of more than one million probes and determined
a Tibetan-enriched deletion (TED)—i.e., a 3.4-kb deletion
80 kb downstream of EPAS1 showed very striking differ-
entiation between Tibetans and general worldwide
populations. This deletion itself was observed by some
previous studies but at a low frequency.14,15 We further
validated this TED by using long PCR and Sanger
sequencing in 70 additional Tibetan samples and more
than 100 other diverse population samples, and all
the deletion carriers had identical breakpoints (chr2:
46,694,276–46,697,683; UCSC Genome Browser hg19).
Our analysis showed that the TED was in strong linkage
disequilibrium (LD) with the EPAS1 coding region (r2 >
0.6) and with SNPs (r2 R 0.8) that were reported
previously to be associated with hemoglobin concentra-
tions. Furthermore, our whole-genome deep sequencing
(>603) of seven Tibetan samples ranked this TED as
the top HAA candidate and suggested it as a priority for
further functional studies.Material and Methods
Populations and Samples
We collected genome-wide microarray data of Tibetan samples
from three published studies,4,6,7 and we refer to them here
as TIB1 (GEO: GSE21661), TIB2, and TIB3 (GEO: GSE30481)
(Table 1). All these samples were assayed with Affymetrix
Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0, which contains more
than 1.8 million probes in total. Samples from the HapMap
Project were also included in the analysis and consisted of the
following populations: ASW (African ancestry in southwest
USA), CEU (Utah residents with northern and western European
ancestry from the CEPH collection), CHB (Han Chinese in Bei-
jing, China), CHD (Chinese in Metropolitan Denver, CO), GIH
(Gujarati Indians in Houston, TX), JPT (Japanese in Tokyo,
Japan), LWK (Luhya in Webuye, Kenya), MXL (Mexican ancestry
in Los Angeles, CA), MKK (Maasai in Kinyawa, Kenya), TSI
(Toscani in Italia), and YRI (Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria). We
also collected microarray data from other East and SoutheastThAsian populations. These data were also assayed with Affymetrix
Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0, and the samples included
(1) 100 Korean (KOR) individuals from this study; (2) 18 Malay,
17 Senoi, and 12 Negritos from a previous study;16 and (3) 80
Han Chinese, 8 Yao, 6 Zhuang, 9 Dong, and 8 Li from a previous
study.17
To verify the boundary and frequency of the deletion, we
collected peripheral-blood samples of another set of 70 Tibetans
(TIB4: 17 Lhasa [~3,650 m], 5 Nyingchi [~3,000 m], 19 Qamdo
[~3,240 m], 15 Shannan [~3,700 m], and 14 Shigatse [~3,837 m];
Table 1) from Tibet and collected blood samples of 182 non-Ti-
betans (50 Han Chinese, 50 Kazakhs, 50 Uyghur, 11 Hui, 8 Mon-
golian, 7 Khalkhas, 2 Ozbek, 2 Tatar, 1 Tujia, and 1 Xibe) from
the surrounding regions of Tibet as the reference panel. Each
individual was the offspring of a non-consanguineous marriage
of members of the same nationality within three generations.
Informed consent was acquired from the participants. All proce-
dures were in accordance with the ethical standards of the Respon-
sible Committee on Human Experimentation (approved by the
Biomedical Research Ethics Committee of Shanghai Institutes for
Biological Sciences) and the Helsinki Declaration of 1975 (revised
in 2000).CNV Detection from Microarray Data
We applied Birdsuite v.1.5.518 to detect CNVs in all Tibetan sam-
ples, as well as in the HapMap and other microarray samples.
The software implemented two different methods to call CNVs
from the microarray intensity data: (1) a clustering-based algo-
rithm to determine genotype predefined loci (Canary) and (2) a
hidden Markov model (HMM)-based algorithm to detect novel
CNVs (Birdseye). We performed quality control at two levels: (1)
samples with a CNV amount more than 5 SDs from the average
were excluded, and (2) CNV calls (birdseye_canary_calls file)
with a confidence score less than 5 were excluded. Then, we
used the filtered results to generate a Tibetan CNV map. Because
Birdsuite only provides coordinates in hg18, we used UCSC lift-
over to convert the coordinates into hg19. In this study, all the
genomic coordinates were based on hg19, and the detected
CNVs have been deposited in the Database of Genomic Structural
Variation (dbVar: nstd111).An Algorithm for Searching for Population-
Differential CNVs in Microarray Intensity Data
To search for CNV regions (CNVRs) that are highly differentiated
between Tibetans and Han Chinese, we developed the algorithme American Journal of Human Genetics 97, 54–66, July 2, 2015 55
WinXPCNVer, which was particularly designed to search for CNVs
that are highly differentiated between populations. The script of
this software is available online. The basic idea of the algorithm
is that the raw microarray intensity data will show detectable dif-
ferences if a CNVR shows high differentiation between two popu-
lations. We calculated the VST
19 for each probe set on the basis of
the normalized intensity data (locus_summary file). Because the
raw intensity of a single probe could be noisy, we set a non-over-
lapping sliding window with length L and calculated the statistic
VST-w; that is, the average VST for the top n probes in each window
(w). Because the Tibetan samples were from three different studies,
we calculated the VST for each probe between each Tibetan group
and CHB and subtracted the pairwise VST among Tibetans as
follows:
VST ¼ VSTðTIB1  CHBÞ þ VSTðTIB2CHBÞþVSTðTIB3CHBÞ
 VSTðTIB1 TIB2Þ  VSTðTIB1 TIB3Þ  VSTðTIB2 TIB3Þ:
We performed the analysis in different combinations of L and n:
(1) L ¼ 1 kb and n ¼ 3; (2) L ¼ 3 kb and n ¼ 3; (3) L ¼ 5 kb and
n ¼ 3; and (4) L ¼ 5 kb and n ¼ 5. We removed any window
with probe number less than n. For each combination, we ranked
all windows by VST-w and also manually checked the information
in the top 20 windows. Further, we searched whether any genes
with a functional annotation were located within 100 kb of the
flanking regions.Determination of Individual TED Genotype in
Microarray Intensity Data
We determined individual TED genotypes in microarray intensity
data by using the K-means method with further manual checks.
We employed four probes (CN_839592, CN_839595, SNP_A-
1898130, and SNP_A-4199859) with the highest VST in that win-
dow to assign the genotype (Figure S1). For Tibetan samples, the
K-means method was good enough to distinguish different clus-
ters; however, for the HapMap Asian samples (CHB, CHD, and
JPT), the K-means method did not perform so well. Therefore,
wemanually checked their genotypes and referred to the Database
of Genomic Variants (DGV),20 given that many HapMap samples
have been well characterized by previous studies via different
platforms.
A large number of HapMap samples were also sequenced by
next-generation sequencing (NGS) and were included in the
1000 Genomes Project. We further referred to the deletion geno-
type and frequencies in the project report15 (DGV: estd199),
which included 1,092 worldwide samples from 61 ASW, 85 CEU,
97 CHB, 100 CHS (Southern Han Chinese), 60 CLM (Colombians
from Medellin, Colombia), 93 FIN (Finnish in Finland), 89 GBR
(British in England and Scotland), 14 IBS (Iberian population
in Spain), 89 JPT, 97 LWK, 66 MXL, 55 PUR (Puerto Ricans from
Puerto Rico), 98 TSI, and 88 YRI.Long-PCR Validation of the Deletion
We performed long PCR to detect and validate the zero-copy,
one-copy, and two-copy samples in each population. Given
that the previous studies14,15 reported the breakpoints of the
same deletion in the 1000 Genomes Project samples in base-
pair resolution, we amplified the region chr2: 46,693,938–
46,697,928. The primers were designed with Primer3. A 20-ml
mixture was prepared for each reaction with 1 ml template
DNA. Amplification conditions consisted of an initial denatur-56 The American Journal of Human Genetics 97, 54–66, July 2, 2015ation step at 94C for 10 min, followed by 35 cycles of 94C
for 20 s, 68C for 5 min, and 72C for 2 min. The long-PCR
products were observed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis. The
product size could be distinguished according to the number of
copies in each sample: 583-bp products represented zero-copy
and one-copy samples, and 3,991-bp products represented two-
copy samples.
Determination of TED Breakpoints by Sanger
Sequencing
We used Standard Sanger sequencing approaches to determine
deletion regions in zero-copy and one-copy samples. PCR was
performed with HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase (QIAGEN). A 20-ml
mixture was prepared for each reaction and included 1 U HotStar-
Taq DNA Polymerase and 1 ml template DNA. 1 U SAP and 6 U Exo
I were added into 8 ml PCR product for purification. The mixture
was incubated at 37C for 60 min, followed by incubation at
70C for 10 min. Then, the purified PCR product was sequenced
with the Big-Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit and an ABI
3130XL Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). With the infor-
mation of breakpoints and the flanking sequences, we determined
the mutation mechanism of the TED according to the pipeline
from a previous study.21
Population Genetic Analysis
Geographic distribution of TED frequencies in Asia and worldwide
were plotted onto a contour map with Surfer 10.0 (Golden Soft-
ware), and the Kriging method was used for data interpolation.
The p value for the frequency difference between Tibetans and
worldwide populations was calculated with Fisher’s exact test,
which was treated as a 2 3 2 table (TIB versus non-TIB and dele-
tion-carrier versus non-deletion-carrier). FST was calculated as a
reference22 in this study. We selected SNPs with FST larger than
0.5 between Tibetans and Han Chinese to infer the haplotype of
deletion. The phase inference was performed by software PHASE
v.2.1.23 The haplotypes inferred by PHASE analysis and with a fre-
quency larger than 0.01 were used for building a haplotype
network with Network 4.6.1.3.24 The haplotypes of chromosome
2 in Tibetans and CHB were inferred with software BEAGLE.25
When calculating LD between the TED and its flanking SNPs, we
removed the SNPs with a minor allele frequency less than 0.2.
Analysis of extended haplotype homozygosity (EHH)26 was per-
formed with R package rehh.27 Selection age of the TED was esti-
mated on the basis of the EHH results according to previous
studies,6,28,29 which assumed a star genealogy of the haplotypes
and that recombination happened independently in each geneal-
ogy. We assumed 25 years per generation. Under a soft-sweep
model, we estimated the selection intensity according to a previ-
ous study.8 We estimated the confidence intervals (CIs) of selec-
tion intensity and the age of the TED by bootstrapping over
haplotypes.
Whole-Genome Sequencing Analysis
Whole-genome deep sequencing (>603) of seven Tibetan indi-
viduals (TIB-seq; Table 1) from TIB4 was performed in Wuxi
AppTec in Shanghai with an Illumina HiSeq X according to
Illumina-provided protocols. Whole-genome sequences (150-bp
paired-end reads) were aligned to the human reference sequence
(hg19) with bwa0.7.10-r78930 from the BWA-MEM algorithm.
The aligned reads were sorted with SAMtools31 and then pro-
cessed as suggested by the Genome Analysis Toolkit32,33 best
practices. We performed mark duplicates, indel realignment, and
base recalibration for the sorted BAM files to get the well-curated
BAM files. The Korean whole-genome sequencing data were
obtained and downloaded from the Korean Personal Genome
Project (KPGP; see Web Resources). We used the same mapping
procedure to align Korean sequences to hg19 and generated the
BAM files.
To detect CNVs from Tibetan whole-genome sequence data, we
used two algorithms, CNVnator34 and readDepth.35 The bin size
was set to 100 bp for both algorithms. For the same individual, a
segment was called as a CNVonly if this segment had 50% overlap
of length and the same variation type from both algorithms. The
overlapped CNVs were merged into CNVRs. We re-genotyped
these CNVRs in Tibetan and Korean samples with CNVnator
and compared their frequency difference.
We used multiple sequentially Markovian coalescent (MSMC)36
to infer the change in effective population size from multiple
genome sequences. To reduce the computational burden, we
only used markers on chromosomes 1–10 of five Tibetan individ-
uals. We set the autosomal mutation rate at 1.25 3 108 per base
per generation and 25 years per generation.Results
CNV Profiles in the Tibetan Populations
We first collected genome-wide microarray data of Tibetan
samples from three studies,4,6,7 which we hereafter refer to
as TIB1, TIB2, and TIB3 (Table 1). All these samples were
assayed with an identical genotyping platform, Affyme-
trix Human Genome-wide SNP 6.0, which includes
more than 946,000 probes designed for CNV detection.
Birdsuite18 was employed for SNP and CNV calling from
these data sets. Principal-component analysis based on
the genome-wide SNPs showed that TIB2 and TIB3
samples clustered together, whereas TIB1 was separated
(Figure 1A), which is consistent with the geographical
location of those populations (Table 1). For the purpose
of comparison, HapMap37 population samples with avail-
able Affymetrix SNP 6.0 raw intensity data were also
included in our analysis. After quality control on both
sample and CNV levels (see Material and Methods), a total
of 15,516 CNV events were detected from 117 Tibetan
samples. Whereas individuals from TIB3 had a smaller
number of CNVs than did the other two Tibetan data
sets on average, all three Tibetan groups carried fewer
CNVs than did CHB (p < 105; Table S1). The median
size of the CNV events was similar in both Tibetans and
Han Chinese (8.5 and 67 kb for deletions and duplica-
tions, respectively; Figure S2). Furthermore, we merged
the overlapping CNVs into CNVRs and estimated the
allele frequency for each CNVR. To search for the CNVR
with a significant allele-frequency difference between
Tibetans and other populations, we calculated the pair-
wise FST between Tibetans and the HapMap populations.
At this stage of the analysis, however, we failed to find
any CNVs that were significantly different in frequency
between Tibetans and the other populations, such as
Han Chinese (see Discussion).ThSearching for Population-Differential CNVs in
Microarray Intensity Data
Despite the fact that the above routine analysis did not
reveal any CNVs that were significantly different between
populations, the raw intensity data we obtained from all
the samples provided an opportunity to further deeply
investigate the CNV architectures in both Tibetan and
non-Tibetan samples. We suspected that some interesting
signals showing a significant difference between the two
populations might have been missed by CNV-calling al-
gorithms developed for general purposes. Therefore, we
developed a CNV-searching algorithm particularly for a
two-population comparison. The basic idea was that the
microarray raw intensity data would show detectable
differences if there was a CNVR that was substantially
differentiated between the two populations being
compared. Because the raw intensity of a single probe
could be noisy, we used a window-based measurement
(i.e., VST-w) to decrease the effect of random noise while
increasing the difference reflecting the true differentia-
tion of the variants between two populations (see Mate-
rial and Methods). We named our algorithm WinXPCN-
Ver, a window-based cross-population differential-CNV
detector. Our results demonstrated that this searching
algorithm is much more powerful than the routine
approach at identifying CNVs that differ between popula-
tions, especially at highly differentiated regions, where
the routine calling algorithm fails to genotype CNVs
correctly.
Using the HapMap Han Chinese (CHB) samples as a
reference population, we calculated the VST-w under
different conditions. We checked the top 20 windows
with the largest VST-w values and searched for genes near
each window. Surprisingly, we found that one signal
(ranking at 7, 10, 13, and 17 at four conditions with
different number of probes and window sizes; Figure 1B;
see Material and Methods) fell in a CNVR located down-
stream of a previously identified hypoxia-inducing gene
(EPAS1). However, we failed to find any other high-VST-w
windows that were located in CNVRs or contained any
genes in the 100-kb flanking regions.
Manual Check of Intensity Data and Experimental
Validation of the CNVR
To confirm the signal identified by the above analysis,
we first manually checked the raw intensity data. The
target window contained three probes (CN_839592,
CN_839595, and SNP_A-1898130) with a VST larger than
1.50. We plotted the intensity of the above three probes
with the fourth-highest VST probe (SNP_A-4199859) in
Tibetans and HapMap populations. Unlike other popula-
tions, which showed a typical biallelic SNP-clustering
pattern (although a few samples were in a deletion state;
Figures S1A–S1C), most Tibetan samples showed a typical
deletion-like pattern (and only very few were in a normal
two-copy state; Figure S1D). Because Birdsuite failed to
call most of the deletions correctly, we re-genotyped thise American Journal of Human Genetics 97, 54–66, July 2, 2015 57
Figure 1. TED Downstream of EPAS1
(A) Population structure of Tibetan samples from different sources (Qinghai: TIB1; Tibet: TIB2, TIB3 and TIB-seq). The principal-compo-
nent analysis (PCA) plot was generated by 99,768 genome-wide random SNPs. Each dot represents one Tibetan individual. The x and y
axes represent the first and second principal components (PCs), respectively, which explain 12.02% and 10.23% of the total variance,
respectively.
(B) Genome-wide distribution of VST-w, calculated as the mean VST of the top three probes in each 3-kb sliding window. The red vertical
line represents the TED downstream of EPAS1.
(C) Read depth (RD) of seven Tibetan, two Sherpa, one Neandertal, one Denisovan, and five modern human individuals. The deletion
region is highlighted in the blue bar at the bottom. Samples with a homozygous or heterozygous deletion showed 0% or 50% of the
normal (flanking) RD, respectively. Four Tibetan and two Sherpa individuals carried a homozygous deletion, and the other three Tibetan
individuals carried a heterozygous deletion. No deletions were found in other individuals.
(D) Diagram of the locations of microarray probes, long-PCR primers, and EPAS1.region in silico by using K-means clustering and manually
corrected the copy number for each individual (Material
and Methods).
Moreover, we whole-genome deeply sequenced (>603)
seven additional Tibetan individuals (TIB-seq) and found
that reads were fully absent in four individuals and half
absent in the other three individuals (Figure 1C), indi-
cating that the four Tibetan individuals had a homozy-
gous deletion and the other three had a heterozygous
deletion.
This deletion has been included in DGV (e.g., DGV:
dgv625n67,38 nsv44175739) but was only reported in
non-Tibetan populations without precise breakpoints.
In addition, no information of its frequency in Tibetans
was available. Therefore, we conducted long PCR
at the EPAS1 downstream region encompassing the dele-58 The American Journal of Human Genetics 97, 54–66, July 2, 2015tion region by referring to DGV: esv266048015 (chr2:
46,694,273–46,697,681, hg19) and performed Sanger
sequencing in an additional set of 70 Tibetan (TIB4) and
182 non-Tibetan samples from different Chinese ethnic
groups (see Material and Methods and Figure 1D) to verify
this deletion region. The results showed that the majority
of the Tibetan samples carried the deletion but that most
of the non-Tibetan samples did not (deletion frequency
was 62/70 in TIB and 7/182 in non-TIB; Figure S3). The
precise breakpoints of the deletion (chr2: 46,694,276–
46,697,683) were determined by Sanger sequencing
(Figure S4). Interestingly, the breakpoints were identical
in all the deletion carriers. Therefore, we validated this
deletion in both Tibetan and non-Tibetan samples and
determined the boundaries of this deletion, hereafter
referred to as the TED.
AB C
Figure 2. Distribution of the TED Fre-
quency among Populations and Its Corre-
lation with Altitude
(A) Distribution of deletion frequency in
Asian populations. Colors from yellow to
red indicate the frequency from low to
high, respectively. Each blue triangle repre-
sents a sampled population.
(B) Deletion frequency correlated (R2 ¼
0.958) with altitude in Asian popula-
tions (population information is listed in
Table 2).
(C) Deletion frequency correlated (R2 ¼
0.989) with altitude in five Tibetan
sub-groups (Lhasa, Nyingchi, Qamdo,
Shannan, and Shigatse).Frequency Distribution of the TED in Worldwide
Populations
Tibetans carry a high frequency of the TED (88.6% in TIB4
and 94% in combined TIB1, TIB2, and TIB3 samples;
Figure 2A). Among these deletion carriers, more than half
have homozygous deletions. In contrast, in worldwide
populations, these percentages are <10% for deletion
carriers and 0% for homozygous deletion carriers (p <
1015). In addition, no deletion was observed in either
African or European populations (Figure S5; Table 2).
We further checked the status of this TED region in
whole-genome sequence data of worldwide population
samples. We did not observe the deletion in 11 individ-
uals from seven diverse worldwide groups (Africans, Euro-
peans, East Asians, Oceanians, Native Americans, Altai
Neandertals, and Denisovans) that have been deeply
sequenced40,42 (Figure 1C). However, two Sherpa who,
like Tibetan people,41 lived in a high-altitude (>3,000 m)
region carried the same homozygous breakpoint deletion
that we validated in Tibetans.
We compared the frequency of the TEDbetween Tibetans
andHanChinese (FST¼ 0.64) and confirmed that it was the
most differential locus in the region encompassing EPAS1The American Journal of H(Figure S6). We inferred the haplotype
of the TED with highly differentiated
SNPs (FST > 0.5). Interestingly, one
dominant haplotype occupied 88%
of all the haplotypes with the deletion
in Tibetans, and the deletion haplo-
type in the two Sherpa individuals
was identical to the dominant one in
the Tibetans (Figure S7). In addition,
we investigated the relationship be-
tween TED frequency and the altitude
of locations where Tibetan individuals
live. Interestingly, we observed a
strong correlation between the dele-
tion frequency and the altitude in
Asian populations (R2 ¼ 0.958) and
in five Tibetan sub-groups (TIB4, R2 ¼
0.989) (Figures 2B and 2C).To search for other Tibetan-enriched CNVs whose
pattern might be similar to that of this TED, we analyzed
the seven deeply sequenced Tibetan samples by comparing
them with high-coverage (~303) Korean samples from the
KPGP (see Material and Methods). However, we failed to
identify a second CNV showing a comparable pattern
from the available data.
LD between the TED and Its Flanking SNPs Associated
with HAA
We examined the LD between the TED and its flanking
SNPs. Upstream of the TED, LD of the deletion allele and
its flanking region in Tibetans (r2 > 0.5) extended over
nearly 100 kb and overlapped ten exons of EPAS1. The
highest LD (r2 R 0.8) was observed in the SNPs
(rs13003074, rs4953388, rs1447563, and rs6741821) of
the EPAS1 downstream region, in which previous studies
have reported the highest FST between Tibetans and Han
Chinese.2,7 In contrast to Tibetans, Han Chinese showed
much shorter LD, which decayed substantially at both 50
and 30 regions (Figure S8). We further analyzed EHH, and
the results indicated that EHH was longer in the deletion
allele in Tibetans than in the normal allele (Figure 3A); inuman Genetics 97, 54–66, July 2, 2015 59








ASW 87 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (87) microarray HapMap
CEU 177 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (177) microarray HapMap
CHB 89 0% (0) 6.7% (6) 93.3% (83) microarray HapMap
CHD 90 0% (0) 2.2% (2) 97.8% (88) microarray HapMap
GIH 90 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (90) microarray HapMap
JPT 91 0% (0) 5.5% (5) 94.5% (86) microarray HapMap
LWK 90 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (90) microarray HapMap
MXL 84 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (84) microarray HapMap
MKK 179 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (179) microarray HapMap
TSI 90 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (90) microarray HapMap
YRI 180 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (180) microarray HapMap
KOR 100 0% (0) 4.0% (4) 96.0% (96) microarray this study
Malay 18 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (18) microarray Mokhtar et al.16
Senoi 17 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (17) microarray Mokhtar et al.16
Negrito 12 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (12) microarray Mokhtar et al.16
Han Chinese 80 0% (0) 7.5% (6) 92.5% (74) microarray Lou et al.17
Yao 8 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (8) microarray Lou et al.17
Zhuang 6 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (6) microarray Lou et al.17
Dong 9 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (9) microarray Lou et al.17
Li 8 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (8) microarray Lou et al.17
TIB1 27 55.6% (15) 40.7% (11) 3.7% (1) microarray Simonson et al.4
TIB2 44 43.2% (19) 50.0% (22) 6.8% (3) microarray Peng et al.6
TIB3 46 54.3% (25) 39.1% (18) 6.5% (3) microarray Xu et al.7
Han Chinese 50 0% (0) 4.0% (2) 96.0% (48) LP and SS this study
Kazakh 50 0% (0) 4.0% (2) 96.0% (48) LP and SS this study
Uyghur 50 0% (0) 4.0% (2) 96.0% (48) LP and SS this study
Hui 11 0% (0) 9.1% (1) 90.9% (10) LP and SS this study
Khirghiz 7 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (7) LP and SS this study
Mongolian 8 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (8) LP and SS this study
Ozbek 2 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (2) LP and SS this study
Tatar 2 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (2) LP and SS this study
Tujia 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) LP and SS this study
Xibe 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) LP and SS this study
TIB4 70 61.4% (43) 27.1% (19) 11.4% (8) LP and SS this study
ASW 61 0% 0% 100% (61) NGS Abecasis et al.15
CEU 85 0% 0% 100% (85) NGS Abecasis et al.15
CHB 97 0% 4.1% (4) 95.9% (93) NGS Abecasis et al.15
CHS 100 0% 1.0% (1) 99.0% (99) NGS Abecasis et al.15
CLM 60 0% 0% 100% (60) NGS Abecasis et al.15
FIN 93 0% 0% 100% (93) NGS Abecasis et al.15
(Continued on next page)









GBR 89 0% 0% 100% (89) NGS Abecasis et al.15
IBS 14 0% 0% 100% (14) NGS Abecasis et al.15
JPT 89 0% 7.9% (7) 92.1% (82) NGS Abecasis et al.15
LWK 97 0% 0% 100% (97) NGS Abecasis et al.15
MXL 66 0% 0% 100% (66) NGS Abecasis et al.15
PUR 55 0% 0% 100% (55) NGS Abecasis et al.15
TSI 98 0% 0% 100% (98) NGS Abecasis et al.15
YRI 88 0% 0% 100% (88) NGS Abecasis et al.15
Dinka 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Mbuti 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
French 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Papuan 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Sardinian 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Karitians 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
San 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Mandenka 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Yoruba 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Dai 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Han Chinese 1 0% (0) 0% (0) 100% (1) NGS Meyer et al.40
Sherpa 2 100% (2) 0% (0) 0% (0) NGS Jeong et al.41
TIB-Seq 7 57.1% (4) 42.9% (3) 0% (0) NGS this study
Abbreviations are as follows: LP, long PCR; NGS, next-generation sequencing; SS, Sanger sequencing.
aThe full names of the abbreviated populations are listed in the Material and Methods.
bExperimental methods for detecting or validating the CNV.contrast, both the deletion allele and the normal allele in
Han Chinese only showed limited EHH (Figure 3B), which
was consistent with the LD pattern. This strong EHH signal
suggests that this region could be a target of natural selec-
tion. Furthermore, we estimated the selection intensity
and the age of the selected deletion allele (see Material
and Methods). The age of selection on the TED was
estimated to be 12,803 (95% CI ¼ 12,075–14,725) years.
Under a model assuming selection on a standing variant
and using the deletion allele frequency in CHB (0.034) as
an approximated variant frequency in ancestral Tibetans
before selection, we estimated the selection intensity as
0.0084 (95% CI ¼ 0.0073–0.0089).
Functional Annotation of the TED
By searching in the regulation database ENCODE, we
found an enhancer- and promoter-associated histone
mark (H3K4me1) and two digital DNaseI hypersensitivity
clusters overlapping the TED. The H3K4me1 histone
mark is the mono-methylation of lysine 4 of the H3 his-
tone protein, and it is associated with enhancers and
with DNA regions downstream of transcription start sites.
The regulation signals were found in human mammaryThepithelial cells (HMECs), human epidermal keratinocyte
(NHEK) cells, and K562 cells, and they were most pro-
nounced in HMECs (Figure 3C). Consistently, the histone
mark region is associated with the DNaseI hypersensitivity
clusters, which have been regarded as indicators of reg-
ulatory elements.43 These signals suggest a regulatory
role for the TED in nearby genes, especially in EPAS1,
LOC101805491, TMEM247, and ATP6V1E2. However,
except for those of EPAS1 and ATP6V1E2, the functions
of the other genes (LOC101805491 and TMEM247) are
unknown. We also used weight-matrix-based software
Match44 to predict the transcription factor binding site in
the sequence of the deletion region. Detailed information
is listed in Table S2.
At the phenotypic level, one previous study identified
that eight highly differentiated SNPs near EPAS1 were in
strong LD with the SNPs associated with hemoglobin con-
centration in Tibetans.2 Interestingly, among the highly
differentiated SNPs in that study, the two top SNPs
(rs1447563 and rs4953388, which were located to the left
and right of the TED, respectively) were in strong LD
with the TED (r2 ¼ 0.8) (Figure 3D), suggesting an associa-
tion between the TED and hemoglobin concentrations.e American Journal of Human Genetics 97, 54–66, July 2, 2015 61
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Figure 3. EHH and Functional Annotation of the TED
(A and B) EHH plot of the deletion in (A) TIB and (B) CHB. The dashed line indicates the deletion position; the blue and red curves repre-
sent the normal allele and the deletion allele, respectively.
(C) Functional annotation generated by the UCSC Genome Browser. Blue bars represent RefSeq genes, and the red bar represents the
deletion. A regulation signal (H3K4Me1) from the regulation database ENCODE overlapped the deletion (bottom panel). Colors in
(legend continued on next page)
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Discussion
In this study, we conducted genome-wide studies to search
for signals of HAA in Tibetans on the basis of raw genome-
wide microarray data and whole-genome deep sequencing
data. With a much larger sample size, we were able to repli-
cate most of the HAA signals on the basis of SNP data re-
ported by previous studies. Notably, a genome-wide search
of CNV data allowed us to identify a TED causing more
than 90% of Tibetan individuals to lose at least one copy
(i.e., a heterozygous deletion) and 50% to lose both copies
(i.e., a homozygous deletion). This 3.4-kb TED was preva-
lent in Tibetans and Sherpa but had a low frequency or
was absent in other Asian (<10%) and worldwide popula-
tions (0%; p < 1015).
The deletion itself was previously reported in some
non-Tibetan populations. For example, several studies,
including the HapMap and 1000 Genomes Projects, have
already reported this deletion,14,38,39,45 and they were
mainly derived from the Han Chinese (CHB) and the Jap-
anese (JPT) samples. Only one study reported the deletion
in Tibetans, but it did not provide frequency information.3
Moreover, the deletion has not been experimentally vali-
dated by any previous studies. Whereas two CEU individ-
uals (NA12146 and NA10847, from a trio) with one copy
were reported in some studies,39,46 we considered them
as copy normal because neither the 1000 Genomes Proj-
ect15 detected this deletion nor could any deletion pattern
from the intensity plot of the microarray of the two indi-
viduals be observed. We also found that the genotyping
of this deletion by Birdsuite was not reliable in Tibetans.
Most of the genotypes in Tibetans were called ‘‘missing
data,’’ which was probably due to the parameters that did
not fit the Tibetan samples in the Canary package, and
the HMM-based package Birdseye was not sensitive
enough to detect the probe-intensity changes in such a
small segment. This was also the reason why it was missed
in many previous studies, including one of our own.7 The
method developed in this study (WinXPCNVer) allows
searching for differential CNVs between populations on
the basis of raw microarray intensity data. It contributed
to the successful identification of this particular TED. How-
ever, HAA in Tibetans could be associated with more struc-
tural variants, especially those smaller than 1 kb, which
are difficult for algorithms to detect or are not covered by
microarray probes.
A recent sequencing study of EPAS1 found that Tibetans
have a unique 5-SNP motif that differs from that of other
worldwide populations; this motif was suspected and
reported to be introgressed by Denisovans.11 We alsothe regulation track represent different cell lines: Gm12878 (red), H
(cyan), NHEK (purple), and NHLF (pink). The gray tracks are the dig
(D) The strong LD (r2 ¼ 0.80) between the TED and two identified S
color in the red squares represents the strength of the LD (i.e., the dar
the other 14 markers are the SNPs with the highest FST (>0.5) betwe
ones found to be associated with hemoglobin concentrations in a pre
ing the deletion suggest an association between the TED and hemog
Thobserved this 5-SNP motif in our data and found it in com-
plete LD (r2 ¼ 1) with the TED in seven whole-genome-
sequenced Tibetan samples. However, we did not observe
the deletion in the Denisovan sequence (Figure 1C), which
indicates that the LD between the TED and the 5-SNP
motif was established in modern humans or in Tibetans
after the genetic introgression, if it did occur.
The mechanism of the TED was characterized as a non-
homologous event that had limited homology14 and was
non-recurrent,47 and we also confirmed this with our
data (Figure S4). Consistently, the deletion was observed
with the same breakpoints in all the deletion carriers of
Tibetan and non-Tibetan Chinese samples. Considering
the fact that the deletion is overrepresented in Tibetans
and Sherpa and is present at a very low frequency ex-
clusively in a heterozygous state in other East Asian popu-
lations, the deletion is likely to have occurred before the
separation of Tibetans and other East Asian populations.
Its high frequency in Tibetans and Sherpa is probably
due to the hitchhiking effect as a result of strong LD with
EPAS1 under natural selection or a consequence of being
directly selected because of its own functional role in the
HAA of Tibetans. Under the latter scenario, the estimated
selection age of the TED allele was less than the age of
the previously reported EPAS1 selected allele.6 This is
because the deletion’s EHHwas longer than that of the pre-
vious SNP (with the largest FST between Tibetans and CHB)
used as a surrogate of the selected mutant. Moreover, we
used MSMC36 to infer the effective population size
(Figure S9). Interestingly, on the basis of the curve of the
effective population size inferred from sequencing data,
the estimated age coincided with the peak of Tibetan
expansion at 13,000 years ago (Figure S9).
EPAS1, the top HAA signal identified by almost all of the
previous studies in Tibetans, encodes the transcription fac-
tor involved in the induction of genes when oxygen levels
fall. The LD between the TED and EPAS1 reached r2 > 0.6
at the 30 gene region. If the function of the TED is involved
in HAA, it is reasonable to speculate that EPAS1 could be a
target gene regulated by the TED either directly or indi-
rectly.Many studies havedemonstratednot only that a cod-
ing-region CNV could affect gene expression but also that a
non-coding-region CNV could be functional. For example,
a disease-associated duplication was reported to affect the
function of PMP22 (MIM: 601097)48 even though it is
located in the regulatory region about 34 kb away from
the coding region of PMP22. Similarly, a deletion was re-
ported to be more than 1 Mb away from SOX9 (MIM:
608160).49 In addition, it is unexpected that a 3.4-kb dele-
tion such as the TED would exist in the coding region of1 ES (yellow), HMEC (green), HSMM (aqua), HUVEC (blue), K562
ital DNaseI hypersensitivity clusters from ENCODE.
NPs associated with hemoglobin concentrations in Tibetans2. The
ker, the stronger). The TED is highlighted with a yellow circle, and
en TIB and CHB in this study. The SNPs in the green circle are the
vious study.2 The relative positions of these two SNPs encompass-
lobin concentrations in the Tibetan population.
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EPAS1 given the important function of the gene, and a
knockout of EPAS1 in mice would result in pancyto-
penia.50 Therefore, we believe that the function of EPAS1,
as the gene in the strongest LDwith this TED, could be sub-
stantially affected. Nevertheless, this does not exclude the
possibility that the TED could influence other flanking
genes, given that other than EPAS1, three more RefSeq
genes are located in the 100-kb flanking region of the TED
(Figure3C;Table S3). The closest genes areTMEM247 (trans-
membrane protein 247) and LOC101805491 (an RNA
gene), which are downstream and upstream of the TED,
respectively, and whose LD is r2 ¼ 0.8. However, the func-
tions of these two genes are largely unknown. The third
gene is ATP6V1E2 (ATPase, Hþ transporting, lysosomal
31 kDa, V1 subunit E2), which is downstream of the TED
and hasmoderate LD (0.39< r2< 0.68). This gene is related
to HþATPase activity, but it is not clear whether the gene is
involved in any HAA-related pathway. Additionally, it is
also possible that the TED could affect other distant genes
(e.g., via trans-regulation).
In summary, although the functionof theTEDhasnot yet
been fully characterized, many lines of evidence support
that the TED is a promising candidate that might have
played a critical role in HAA of Tibetans. Accordingly, here
we propose two hypotheses that are both supported by our
current data but need further experimental investigation.
Hypothesis 1 is that the TED itself functionally and directly
contributes to the HAA of the Tibetan people. A good
amount of evidence supports this: (1) the TED is ranked
highly across the whole genome and has a frequency that
is extremely differentiated between the Tibetans and all
the other lowland populations; (2) the TED’s frequency is
strongly correlated with altitude; (3) it has available func-
tional annotation, including that it is close to EPAS1 and
overlaps the H3K4me1 histone mark and two DNaseI sig-
nals; and (4) it shows an apparent signature of natural selec-
tion. Hypothesis 2 suggests that the TED is a simple tag of a
functional variant and that the outstanding patterns we
observed simply resulted from strong LD between the TED
and the cryptic functional SNPs outside or inside EPAS1.
Some evidence also supports this: (1) the TED showed
extendedhomozygosity andstrongLDwith the regionover-
lapping EPAS1, and (2) the TEDwas in strong LDwith EPAS1
SNPs associated with a reduced blood concentration of he-
moglobin, as reported in previous study.2
To test the two hypotheses, we suggest that human cell
lines with the TED andwithout the TED should be cultured
under hypoxia conditions and that the direction and
magnitude of the expression changes of the two genes up-
stream and downstream of the TED (EPAS1 and TMEM247,
respectively) should then bemeasured. The role of the TED
in regulating EPAS1 expression can be largely confirmed if
significant changes are observed in EPAS1 expression. Indi-
rect evidence from previous studies has indicated that the
effect of the TED is most likely to downregulate EPAS1
expression. For instance, the TED is in strong LD with
the allele of the SNP rs13006131, which was reported to64 The American Journal of Human Genetics 97, 54–66, July 2, 2015be associated with reduced hemoglobin concentration.2
Furthermore, the H3K4me1 histone mark within the TED
is an enhancer, and EPAS1 expression was observed to be
lower in Tibetans than in Han Chinese.51 Taken together,
if the TED is a causal variant (hypothesis 1), the deletion
would cause the loss of the enhancer and decrease EPAS1
expression, eventually reducing the hemoglobin concen-
tration. For further distinguishing the two hypotheses
(i.e., disassociating the TED from other variants inside or
outside EPAS1), many more cell lines with different combi-
nations (haplotypes) of the TED and the other variants in
LD with the TED should be examined and compared for
gene-expression changes, although a considerable amount
of labor is expected to be required. In either case, we
believe that the TED we identified in this study is worthy
of further functional investigation. Such efforts would
open a window into understanding the functional role of
EPAS1 and provide a significant increase in knowledge
about the molecular basis of HAA in Tibetans.Accession Numbers
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